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Abstract: In general, Policy-based approaches play an important role in the management of web services, for instance, in the choice of semantic web service and quality of services (QoS) in particular. The present research work illustrates a procedure for the web service selection among functionality similar web services based on WS-Policy semantic matching. In this study, the procedure of WS-Policy publishing in the UDDI registry was also described. The approach, which is used to represent the policies, is thus represented as semantic trees, and in this representation, measurable quality attributes are considered; and the certain matching operations are used to identify the similarity match via match function or similarity distance function. The illustration of semantic concepts and rules during policy matching, which is not possible by using a mere semantic concept, leads to better web service matches. The proposed approach has been validated through various tests that can evaluate the similarity of large and arbitrary sets of measurable quality attributes. We also compared the proposed procedure with the other ones. The proposed procedure for web service choose, which uses WS-Policy semantic matching, can be more effective to solve different problems like selection, composition, and substitution of services.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Web service semantic matching will reflex the similarity degree between different concepts among ontologies, rules, and similarity criteria in order to find suitable semantic web services. These services accommodate the requirements of a requester that can be a user, program, or another service among numerous advertised web services[1].

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) can compose multiple services with various functional properties and make a composed service with a larger function to perform a larger unit of work (tasks). But each of them has different non-functional properties (ex. different data values of response time), so non-functional properties play a major role in all web service-related tasks, especially in determining the success or failure of the composed service [2], [3].

Thus, monitoring and controlling the quality properties of web services are quite of essence to establish an ensured proper behavior and expected QoS stability level. In addition, the successful integration of the large service-oriented architectures in distributed, heterogeneous and dynamic environments depends on supporting quality of service (QoS), management operations of web services at runtime, e.g. QoS-based service selection, QoS negotiation, adaptive web services composition and policy management...
Policies are used to express non-functional properties like the quality of service requirements. They can be applied in different phases of the web service life cycle including design, deployment or runtime [5]. Policies may consist of one or more assertions defining how web services should work and determine the web service behavior. They are associated with a variety of resources like a certain service or endpoint through using the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) that describes functional properties of a service or using other mechanisms defined in a WS-Policy attachment [4].

To select a service, the user should consider the policies; otherwise, he would encounter numerous services with similar functions, many of which may not be matched with the requester’s policies and consequently not meeting its QoS requirements [6].

Another issue rising here is that matching the requester’s business policies with web service policies is done syntactically; therefore, no perfect matching is achieved and lack of semantic features causes no compatibility matching between the QoS policies regardless of their being equivalent and compatible. Thus, the importance of semantic matching becomes apparent and can be achieved by using semantic web technologies such as ontologies and added semantic information. Moreover, the semantic policies facilitate service negotiation, improve policy monitoring and enable more accurate intersections compared to syntactic approaches [7].

In Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), web service flexibility, scalability, dynamic selection and composition of services are of significance. Semantic web technologies transform web from passive state to positive state and lead to dynamic management of services, particularly substituting current services in composite services by a new service for instance, a service having better and more compatible quality attributes, dynamically and automatically at run time [8].

Semantic matching algorithms were introduced to focus on matching the large-size or large-number ontologies. During the matching process, it is necessary to exchange information; therefore, a correspondence must be found between different concepts to select the best one. It is impossible to perform this manually; especially in dynamic environments such as the semantic web. Hence, there is a need for automatic matching algorithms [9].

This paper is the extension of the previous published paper [10]. The present paper provides a comparison between the present research work and some related studies and suggests more motivating examples so as to underline the need and usefulness of rules in the matching process and explains the proposed algorithm with a motivating example using transforming rules and explains the time complexity of the proposed algorithm and evaluates it with more tests. Also importance of the criterion of similarity considered in our work through test has been presented. This paper is extended through explaining a method for publishing WS-policies in the UDDI registry and a procedure for selecting web service based on proposed WS-Policy semantic matching algorithm and also importance of the proposed algorithm in the web service select procedure has been explained. Moreover theoretical defining semantic distance that was as the future work of previous published paper and the algorithm using semantic distance has been presented.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides relevant research studies. Section 3 describes the semantic web and SWRL. Section 4 exemplifies the proposed approach. Section 5 describes the evaluation of the approach. Section 6 presents a new tuple for publishing WS-Policies in UDDI registry and how to use it to select appropriate service. We also compare issues of this section with other related works. Finally, the conclusion comes in section 7 and future research work is proposed.

II. RELEVANT RESEARCH STUDIES

Some studies (e.g. Bellur & Kulkarni, 2007; Plebani & Pernici, 2009) proposed an approach to match the web service functional properties based on comparing the service profiles assessing the similarity among the profiles in accordance with the concept matching the bipartite graph. Khanam and Yong (2016) have proposed a scheme for semantic web service discovery that utilized a combination of similarity-based method with WSDL specification and ontology using the concept matching the bipartite graph. In
Jiang (2013), the semantic web service functional properties matching algorithm was suggested based on the semantic distance.

Brahim et al. (2012) have presented a semantic approach for specifying and matching the two web service security policies (WS-SP) using an OWL-DL ontology and the execution of SWRL rules. Speiser (2010) proposed an approach that meets matching security requirements and capabilities based on their actual meaning by description and semantic annotations to the WS-Policy documents. Also, he demonstrated that a syntactic–based mechanism of security policies fails to match two compatible policies. OWL language is not sufficient to handle granularity mismatches; however, the OWL reasoners can extract more relationships and knowledge and match them. In Ben Brahim, Chaari, Ben Jemaa and Jmaiel, (2012), authors presented an approach capable of considering several capabilities in combination, matching a single security requirement using the SWRL and resulting in a more flexible matching of security assertions.

Harb et al. (2013) also proposed a heuristic algorithm based on greedy technique and genetics for nonfunctional based service matching. Jagtap and Patil (2016) have proposed a mathematical model with the help of Hidden Markov Model to describe the quantifiable metrics regarding quality evaluation by measuring the QoS of a given web service and to select ideal web service in terms of QoS parameters. In Badr, Abraham, Biennier and Grosan (2008), the authors introduced a weighting coefficient allocated to each of the QoS features; thus, the importance of quality for the service features is specified and a more appropriate service is selected based on user preferences. Li and Horrocks (2003) proposed an approach for matching non-functional attributes. In their approach, the inferences were done only by description logics; however, our approach is more flexible due to using domain rules and ontologies for matching. The rules cannot fully be inferred by using description logics alone so that the rules are expressed by SWRL as a major key in our approach.

In Chan Oh, Woon Yoo, Kil, Lee and Kumara (2007), a semantic web service composition algorithm was suggested to identify the relationships among different parameter types during the service composition process based on flexible parameter matching framework.

Velasco-Olvera, While and Raju (2014) have put forth a web services adaptation process study at policy layer and represented mismatches of nonfunctional like QoS using WS-Policy standard in web service composition. They have also proposed a model to resolve the incompatibilities automatically through adaptors to enhance interoperability in web services. Considering these mismatches in this layer, they have expressed that the compatibility of the two web service policies must be matched with requirement attributes of another service policies. Chaari, Badr and Biennier (2008) developed the WS-Policy specifications by adding different components with regard to measurable quality attributes and presented as an ontological model. Moreover, they defined a general QoS ontology and used domain rules for matching the QoS attributes. They introduced an algorithm to evaluate two sets of measurable attributes according to the compatibility policies of ontological concepts and rules. After this, they explained a pattern for publishing QoS-based Policies in the UDDI registry and illustrated a procedure for selecting web services using QoS Policy matching. Herein, the domain rules and ontological concepts were also used, and our matching algorithm is in a more flexible and extensive manner, and also our selection procedure is more efficient.

Kritikos and Plexousakis (2006) developed a model as several facts for the QoS based on ontological concepts. They introduced a semantic QoS metric matching algorithm inferring the similarity between two different metrics. In the present research, the QoS descriptions were used based on the ontological concepts.

There are some studies in the field of web service selection based on the quality of service such as Fariss et al. (2018) compared Sort Filter Skyline algorithm and Branch-and-Bound Skyline algorithm and proposed that these algorithms can be used to select the best services according to requester’s requirements among the same web services functionality. In fact, these algorithms limit the great number of the same web services functionality. Chandra and Niyogi (2019) and Dahan et al. (2019) introduced solutions for we service selection process based on non-functional properties using Artificial Bee Colony algorithm. Singhal et al. (2019) introduced a solution for
microservices discovery and selection based on the quality of microservices using data mining techniques such as association analysis and K-means clustering algorithm. Wang et al. (2017) suggested a two-phase decisions approach that is named ISAT to select web service. In the first phase, they considered some parameters and used convex hull technique and strict rules to obtain reliable web services and search space is limited. In the second phase, the optimal web service is selected among reliable web services.

Briefly, the main differences between our work and the previous relevant papers based on evaluation factors are shown in tabular form (see table I):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Evaluating factors considered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Bellu &amp; Kulkarni, 2007; Pluchhs &amp; Penucci, 2009; Khanna and Yang (2016); Iuung (2013);</td>
<td>Matching the web service functional properties [11], [12], [13], [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Harb et al. (2013); Jagtap and Patil (2016); In Badr, Abraham, Biemser and Grosan (2008); Li and Horsnak (2003);</td>
<td>Matching the web service non-functional properties [18], [19], [20], [21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Brahimi et al. (2012); Speiser (2010); In Ben Brahim, Chauri, Ben Jemaa and Jmaiel, (2012);</td>
<td>Semantic Matching the web service security policies (WS-SP) [15], [16], [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Fariss et al. (2018); Chandra and Niyogi (2019); Dahan et al. (2019); Singhal et al. (2019); Wang et al. (2017) ;</td>
<td>Service selection process based on Matching non-functional properties [25], [26], [27], [28], [29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Our Proposed work</td>
<td>Semantic Matching the web service measurable attributes according to the compatibility policies, service selection procedure using this semantic matching [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Our Proposed work</td>
<td>Semantic Matching measurable attributes as WS-Policy structure, flexible extensible, Low probability of failure in matching two WS-Policies , web service selection procedure using the WS-Policy semantic matching to compare this procedure with number 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I

III. SEMANTIC WEB AND SWRL

Ontology specifies a conceptualization of a specified domain in terms of concepts along with their properties, instances, restrictions and relationships in a machine-understandable manner using a semantic web technology like Web Ontology Language (OWL). It is one of the semantic reasoning standards using description logics and relationships between concepts. In this regard, new knowledge can be inferred and a knowledge base can be provided based on the concept. The OWL can explicitly describe how vocabularies are equivalent or different from each other. It is of benefit when the same concepts are described with different terminologies [1].

Using the OWL reasoning, more relationships can be inferred based on properties such as inversion, symmetry, and transitivity, consequently resulting in the knowledge discovery [16]. For example, the OWL-Q ontology consists of some concepts to describe and model the QoS information and presents the relationships among the QoS properties. Moreover, ontologies of time, currency, and operator were also developed [24].

Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) is one of the semantic reasoning standards and is used to express deductive knowledge and improve the OWL language. It is suitable to express combined rules as conjunctive and atomic ones as a logic form of if…..then and uses the terms of the OWL concepts [30].

Nowadays, the use of ontology-based systems and in particular adding rules has been increasingly growing. Many the QoS attributes can be expressed by their related metrics. The syntactic matcher and OWL reasoners cannot infer and identify terms indicating the same concept, deposit the fact that the assertions are equivalent. Using ontological concepts and domain rules can make this identification possible. Thus, the rules are used to infer new knowledge and achieve more information about the QoS attributes that cannot be achieved through ontological concepts. The QoS concepts-based domain knowledge is to be completed by domain rules [8], [6]. For example, since delay concept is the same as latency concept in the ontology domain and regarding the domain rules, the result of the computation delay metric and response metric specifies the performance attribute. Therefore, the matching process is correctly performed, and the identification of the relationships between attributes and their metrics would be possible. If the rules are not used, many semantic web capabilities cannot be considered. In this matter, there are many rules that Table II represents some of them [31].
Based on structures of WS-policy, facilitating using the WS-Policy. There are different XML-properties can be described and displayed a structured presentation is required. Quality in order to manage non-functional properties, attributes. They vary from one domain to another. properties which especially contain the QoS Evaluation IV. A SEMANTIC APPROACH USING WS-POLICY 1. WS-Policy and Policy Compatibility Evaluation

There are various web service non-functional properties which especially contain the QoS attributes. They vary from one domain to another. In order to manage non-functional properties, a structured presentation is required. Quality properties can be described and displayed using the WS-Policy. There are different XML-based structures of WS-policy, facilitating interoperability between organizations which are established as the standard. In this structure, its associated assertion is defined before defining an attribute or its associated metrics. An assertion specifies a property of a behavior and determines the domain of each attribute which is identified by a qualified name (Qnames consist of namespace URI and local part). In this structure, one or more assertions are grouped by ALL elements and constitute one or more alternatives. Assertions act as a conjunction in an alternative. Alternatives are grouped by An Exactly element and act as disjunction [32].

According to the structure, when two policies are matched with each other at least two alternatives are compatible with each other. In syntactical matching, two alternatives are compatible or equivalent if, there exists an equivalent assertion for each assertion in both alternatives. This would necessitate one-to-one matching and the matching process would be time-consuming and complex. In the semantic matching with considering assertions as a requirement or capability, the matching process would be simpler and more specified [6].

Two QoS policy alternatives A and B, CAs set and RAs set, are respectively defined as capability assertions and requirement assertions of an alternative. The compatibility between two alternatives is defined as [5]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall \text{service } & S, \text{policy } \text{P}, \text{QOS attribute } \text{Q}, \\
& (S \text{ satisfies } \text{Q}) \land (S \text{ satisfies } \text{P}) \\
& \Leftrightarrow \text{QOS assertion: } \text{A} \text{ at } S \text{ is } \text{P}.
\end{align*}
\]

2. Semantic Tree

In the first step, we introduce the structure of policy (WS-Policy) as a semantic tree instead of an XML format. Each node expresses a concept. Here, the first node takes policy concept and accordingly the structure is related to an OR element. This operator is related to one or more ALL elements and each element is related to one or more assertions and each assertion is associated with an attribute or its relevant metrics (Figure 1). Each node has specifications to allocate different roles to each. For example, consider the following specifications:

Type: A group of keywords are semantically
relevant to each other under a name which is known and called type. It determines the type of concepts like policy, operator, assertion and attribute.

**Keyword:** Each type has instances. Each instance is called a keyword. It determines the instance of concept. Examples include RTassertion and response time.

The semantic tree has associated ontologies. In fact, there exists a knowledge base in the background of the semantic tree, according to concepts and rules.

![Fig 1. A Semantic Tree of Basic Structure of WS-Policy](image)

3. **Flexible Semantic Matching**

In the semantic matching approach, a similarity criterion is considered and is usually defined in a range varying from zero to one. Hence, non-functional properties can be categorized into two general categories: qualitative and quantitative [3].

The semantic similarity of the QoS attributes focuses on numerical values. Therefore, we consider the domain measurable quality attributes for matching policies (e.g. reliability, availability, response time, performance, stability, accuracy, capacity, robustness, and cost, scalability, throughput, efficiency, accessibility, successability, reputation, consistency and delivery time).

In Real-time systems, both the computation results and time spent to achieve these results are of paramount importance.; The similarity criterion is considered here is the difference between the data value of two similar attributes. Based on the data value difference (d) of two attributes, a value from the interval [0, 1] is assigned and it determines the degree of similarity. Values in Table III and Table IV were considered for this kind of systems.

### Table III
**Examples of QoS Similarity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarity</th>
<th>Availability Reliability (%)</th>
<th>Response time (ms)</th>
<th>Successability (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>d = 0.001</td>
<td>d = 2</td>
<td>d = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.001 &lt; d ≤ 0.01</td>
<td>2 &lt; d ≤ 4</td>
<td>1 &lt; d ≤ 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.01 &lt; d ≤ 0.1</td>
<td>4 &lt; d ≤ 6</td>
<td>2 &lt; d ≤ 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1 &lt; d ≤ 0.3</td>
<td>6 &lt; d ≤ 8</td>
<td>3 &lt; d ≤ 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.9 &lt; d</td>
<td>≥ d</td>
<td>d &lt; 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table IV
**Examples of QoS Similarity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarity</th>
<th>Latency (ms)</th>
<th>Throughput</th>
<th>Best practices</th>
<th>Documentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>d = 0.05</td>
<td>d = 0.5</td>
<td>d = 0.5</td>
<td>d = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.05 &lt; d ≤ 0.1</td>
<td>0 &lt; d ≤ 1</td>
<td>5 &lt; d ≤ 1</td>
<td>d = 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1 &lt; d ≤ 0.2</td>
<td>1 &lt; d ≤ 1.5</td>
<td>1 &lt; d ≤ 1.5</td>
<td>d = 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2 &lt; d ≤ 0.4</td>
<td>1.5 &lt; d ≤ 2</td>
<td>1.5 &lt; d ≤ 2</td>
<td>d = 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4 &lt; d</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>≥ 2</td>
<td>5 &lt; d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Matching two semantic trees is done based on generic Boolean function match (p1, p2) that determines whether the two parameters of p1 and p2 match [22]. Formally:

**Definition 1 (match):** A Boolean function, match (p1, p2), returns True

If: \( p1.\text{type} = p2.\text{type} \) and \( p1.\text{keyword} = p2.\text{keyword} \)

In some cases If: \( p1.\text{type} = p2.\text{type} \) and \( p1.\text{Keyword} \neq p2.\text{Keyword} \)

In our approach is If: \( p1.\text{type} = p2.\text{type} \) and \( p1.\text{Keyword} \neq p2.\text{Keyword} \)

When the Boolean function "match (p1,p2)" returns True, it is said that the parameter p1 matches parameter p2. It is called flexible parameter matching.

As already mentioned in the previous paper published on the section of future studies [25], the present approach can be also adopted based on the semantic distance function of between Concepts, Dis (c1,c2), which determines whether the two concepts, namely c1 and c2, are similar to each other [33]. In this paper, we introduce it theoretically.

**Definition 2** Dis (c1, c2): the shortest path of all chain relationships between two concepts C1 and C2 in the ontology. The semantic similarity distance formula is described in [33].

The Function Dis (c1, c2) returns values between 0 and ∞. The shorter the distance, the greater the similarity between the two concepts c1.

So, if there are not any similarities between the two concepts, this function approaches ∞.
and if the two concepts have the same semantic similar to each other, then there would not be any distance between them and therefore the function returns a value of 0.

4. QoS-based Policy Matching

We have proposed an algorithm, which can evaluate the degree of similarity between the two web service policies based on measurable quality attributes [10]. With a motivating example, we have illustrated this and then made a comparison between the proposed approach and another approach from related work in measurable quality attributes similarity [8].

For instance, a provider provides an execution time of 4 seconds, network time of 1 seconds, and also a set of QoS containing: \{Availability=92.78\%, Successability=90\%, Reliability=87.56\%\}. On the other hand, a requester may require a response time of 5 seconds or a set of QoS containing: \{ Availability=92.7\%, Successability=92\%, Reliability=87.56\% \}, as shown in figure 2.

![Example WS-Policy](image)

Fig 2. A sample of the WS-Policy matching problem

The algorithm contains six principal functions that act recursively. Each function is defined as follows:

Function (1) “Get Similarity Policy”: To compare the QoS properties described in two WS-Policy documents, first each WS-Policy document is represented as two semantic trees. One of them expresses requirement assertions of a policy and the other expresses capability assertions. In the next step, the second function is called for matching the two trees. Function (2) would represent their similarity in a range varying from zero to one. Additionally, the first function calls the second function for matching the other trees and according to the compatibility of policies, it would normalize the obtained values and finally return the similarity degree of policies in the interval [0, 1], as shown in figure 3.

The value zero indicates a lack of similarity between the two policies and value one indicates that two policies have the highest degree of similarity.

Algorithm1. WS-Policy Semantic Matching Algorithm

1. \(\text{Float ontology. get similarity policy} (p_1, p_2)\)
2. \(T_1 = \text{Make a tree for Cset}(p_1)\)
3. \(T_2 = \text{Make a tree for Rset}(p_2)\)
4. \(T_3 = \text{Make a tree for Cset}(p_2)\)
5. \(T_4 = \text{Make a tree for Rset}(p_1)\)
6. \(y = \text{similarity match (Tree } T_1, \text{ Tree } T_2)\)
7. \(x = \text{similarity match (Tree } T_3, \text{ Tree } T_4)\)
8. \(\text{IF}(y=0 || x=0) \text{ then Sim}=0\)
9. \(\text{else}\)
10. \(\text{Sim} = (y+x)/2\)
11. \(\text{Return Sim}\)

Fig 3. WS-Policy Semantic Matching Algorithm

The semantic trees of the user requirement and the provider capability pertinent to our example are illustrated in figures 4.
Fig 4. A sample of the WS-Policy matching problem

Function (2) “Similarity Match”: As shown in figure 5, this is to take one Semantic tree of the provider capability from concept WS-Policy and one Semantic tree of the provider capability from concept WS-Policy as input. The correspondence between the concepts and their matching concept in the semantic trees is done hierarchically. Based on the definition of function match \((p_1, p_2)\) with the same type of concepts at the first level, if the keywords of the first and the second concepts are defined as capability and requirement respectively, this function will call the next function for matching the concepts at the next level. Otherwise, the matching process will not be conducted. In our example, types are equal to “policy” and keywords are equal to capability and requirement respectively. Therefore, Function (3) “Similarity Node” is called.

Function (3) “Similarity Node”: This takes one operator “exactly one” from semantic tree 1 and one operator “exactly one” from semantic tree 2 as input. Since the types of concepts are similar, according to the concept of operators “ALL” in the next level, a matrix will be first created with the same dimension number of sets in the two trees and then, it calls the next function for each of the sets. Next, the degree of similarity for the sets is returned and stored in the matrix. Finally, with respect to the two things, (one concept of operator “exactly one” and other the higher the normalized value is, the better level the QoS is), the maximum values in the matrix would be considered as the degree of similarity for two trees.

Function (4) “Match Assertion”: This is to take each of assertion concepts from the sets belonging to semantic tree 1 and each of assertion concepts from the sets belonging to semantic tree 2 as input. If the concepts are of the same type and provided that the keywords of concepts are also the same according to the compatibility of the two sets, the next function will be called for the next level trees. In our example, assertions belonging to semantic tree 1 and tree 2 are RT Assertion, RI, AV, and SUC. As long as concept types are equal to the assertion, keywords of concepts are consequently checked. As one instance, since keywords of an assertion type are equal to RT Assertions, the function (5) will be called and it returns the degree of attributes similarity. If all assertions of the first set satisfy assertions of the second set, a normalized degree of similarity is out of function 4. Otherwise, it would be zero.

Function (5) “Match Child”: This takes as input two concepts from semantic trees. If the types of concepts are the same, which in our example are “attributes”, then semantic reasoning will be performed and transformation rules will be used; because an attribute can be expressed as its associated metrics. If new knowledge is inferred, then each of them will be represented as separate semantic trees. In the next step, when the keywords of concepts are the same, conversions must be done if the dimensions are different. Finally, the specification of values determines the data value difference between the two attributes and calls for the next function. As an instance in tree 2, the attribute “response time” is expressed as metrics of network time and execution time. Hence, new knowledge is inferred named response time since keywords of concepts in trees are equal to response time and function “sim1” is called.

Function (6) “Sim 1”: Additionally, a function is defined for each of QoS attributes to consider various numerical ranges for different data values, assign a value from the interval \([0, 1]\) for each of them and determine and return the similarity
degree of the two attributes according to the data value difference (d), which is as function’s input. A single case example of the response time attribute is shown in Figure 5. Since (d) is smaller than 2, the function returns as output value 1. It means that the QoS level is acceptable.

1. Function similarity Match (Tree T1, Tree T2) // Trees Matching
2. { Node1 = get root (T1) ;
3.  Node2 = get root (T2) ;
4.  IF (node1.Type == node2.Type) &&
5.  (node1.keyword == Capability) &&
6.  (node2.keyword == requirement) then { For child do
7.  Return similarity node
8. (node1, node2) ;}
9.  Function similarity node (node1, node2) // Operator Matching
10. { Node1 = get root (T1) ;
11.  Node2 = get root (T2) ;
12.  IF (node1.Type == node2.Type) then
13.  { l1 = degree (node1) // number Child of node1
14.  l2 = degree(node2) // number Child of node2
15.  For all of child do{
16.  For (i = 0; i < l1; i++)
17.  For (j = 0; j < l2; j++)
18.  For all child do{
19.  Matrix [i][j] = Match assertion (node1(i), node2(j));
20.  Return Max matrix [i][j] ;
21.  Function Match assertion (assertion list1[],
22.  assertion list2[]) // Assertion Matching
23.  { If (assertion list1[] .type == assertion list2[] .Type) then
24.  { find = true ; k = 0 ; z = 0;
25.  While (find) and (k < length (assertion list1[]))
26.  { g = 0 ; Find1 = false;
27.  While (not Find1) and (g < length (assertion list2[]))
28.  IF (assertion list1[k].keyword ==
29.  assertion list2[g].keyword) then
30.  { for all of Child do // leaves
31.  s = match child (node1, node2)
32.  IF (s != 0) then { g++
33.  else
34.  { z = z + s; Find1 = true ; k++;
35.  };
36.  Else
37.  g++;
38.  };
39.  Return(z);
40.  };
41.  Function similarity Match (Tree T1, Tree T2) // Trees Matching
42.  { IF (node1.Type == node2.Type) then
43.  Ax1 = transforming rule (assertion list1[k]);
44.  Ax2 = transforming rule (assertion list1[g]);
45.  IF Ax1 ! = null then { T5 = make a tree for Ax1 and
46.  node1 = get root (T5) ;
47.  IF Ax2 ! = null then { T6 = make a tree for Ax2
48.  and node2 = get root (T6) ;
49.  IF node1.keyword == node2. Keyword Then
50.  { If (node1.unit) = (node2.unit) then convert
51.  unit(node1, node2)
52.  d = [node1.value - node2.value]
53.  Select case node1.keyword
54.  Case reliability
55.  s = sim1 (d)
56.  Case availability
57.  s = sim1 (d)
58.  end select
59.  Return (s);
60.  Else
61.  Return (0) ;
62.  Fig 5. Functions of the WS-Policy Semantic Matching Algorithm
63.  }
64.  IF (node1.Type == node2.Type) then
65.  { Ax1 = transforming rule (assertion list1[k]);
66.  Ax2 = transforming rule (assertion list1[g]);
67.  IF Ax1 != null then { T5 = make a tree for Ax1 and
68.  node1 = get root (T5) ;
69.  IF Ax2 != null then { T6 = make a tree for Ax2
70.  and node2 = get root (T6) ;
71.  IF node1.keyword == node2. Keyword Then
72.  { If (node1.unit) = (node2.unit) then convert
73.  unit(node1, node2)
74.  d = [node1.value - node2.value]
75.  Select case node1.keyword
76.  Case reliability
77.  s = sim1 (d)
78.  Case availability
79.  s = sim1 (d)
80.  end select
81.  Return (s);
82.  Else
83.  Return (0) ;
84.  Fig 5. Functions of the WS-Policy Semantic Matching Algorithm
As was mentioned previously, we can use semantic distance function $\text{Dis} (C_1, C_2)$ [26] for Matching of the proposed approach. In the present QoS-Based policy Algorithm, lines 4, 8, 19, 25, 41 and 46 would be substituted as follows:

Line 4 in Function similarity Match is replaced with

\[
\text{IF } \text{Dis} (\text{node1. Type}, \text{node2. Type}) == 0 \text{ && Dis} (\text{node1. keyword, Capability}) == 0 \text{ && Dis} (\text{node2. keyword, requirement}) == 0 \text{ then }
\]

Lines 8, 41 are replaced with

\[
\text{IF } \text{Dis} (\text{node1. Type}, \text{node2. Type}) == 0 \text{ then }
\]

Line 19 is replaced with

\[
\text{IF } \text{Dis} (\text{assertion list1 [i].type, assertion list2 [j]. Type}) == 0 \text{ then }
\]

Line 25 is replaced with

\[
\text{IF } \text{Dis} (\text{assertion list1 [k].keyword, assertion list2 [g].keyword}) == 0 \text{ then }
\]

Lines 46 is replaced with

\[
\text{IF } \text{Dis} (\text{node1. keyword, node2. keyword}) == 0 \text{ then }
\]

5. Complexity Analysis of the Proposed Algorithm

The time of complexity of the matching QoS-based policy algorithm is computed with the inclusion of several tasks as follows:

“Get similarity policy” functionality: the time complexity of this function depends on the “similarity mach” functionality. The “similarity node” functionality is done twice: once for capability assertion concepts in the first WS-Policy with requirement assertion concepts in the second WS-Policy, once for capability assertion concepts in the second WS-Policy with requirement assertion concepts in the first WS-Policy.

Similarity mach functionality: the time complexity of this function depends on the “similarity node” functionality

“Similarity node” functionality: $l_1$ denotes the number of AND operators in one tree and $l_2$ denotes the number of AND operators in another tree. This function calls the “Mach assertion” functionality $l_1 \times l_2$ times. Time complexity of the search of a maximum value in the created matrix is bounded by $O(l_1 \times l_2)$.

“Mach assertion” functionality: assertion list1 denotes the number of assertions in one set in one tree and assertion list2 denotes the number of assertions in one set in another tree. K denotes the number of attributes in one assertion in one tree and g denotes the number of attributes in one assertion in another tree. This function calls the “mach child” function for two assertion list1 and assertion list2 concepts assertion list1*assertion list2 *k*g times.

“Mach child” functionality: this function $O(1)$ time is executed.

Hence the total time complexity of the matching QoS-based policy algorithm is simplified as: $l_1 \times l_2 \times k \times g$.

The time complexity of this algorithm is polynomial, and considering the worst case, where $l_1=l_2=\text{assertion list1=assertion list2}=k=g=N$, the time complexity of the proposed algorithm is bounded by $O(N^6)$.

6. Comparison between the proposed approach and other related approach

Chaari, Badr, and Biennier (2008) did not consider the WS-Policy structure and they introduced an algorithm to compare only one set of provider measurable capability attributes and one set of consumer measurable requirement attributes according to the compatibility policies of ontological concepts. Moreover, the algorithm result was expressed as false that signals a lack of compatibility and the similarity degree is equal to 0 or as true that means the two sets are compatibility and similarity degree that is equal to 1, while our proposed approach considers the WS-Policy structure and our algorithm compares and calculates two WS-Policy structures according to the compatibility policies of ontological concepts. As a result, we can calculate similarity degree and enormous measurable QoS, therefore, our work is way more extensible. Besides, similarity degree is expressed in the interval $[0, 1]$ that value 1 means the QoS level is highly acceptable and value 0 is not acceptable. Since our work enjoys more flexibility and with respect to its high extensibility, the algorithm can affect real-time systems and high probability can find web service with acceptable service quality level.

V. EVALUATION

To evaluate the proposed algorithm obtaining from the flexible parameter matching framework; several experiments were performed using different data sets. It was shown that the proposed approach can evaluate the degree of similarity
in large and various sets of measurable QoS attributes for the requester and provider. In all experiments, let us assumedly consider several measurable QoS attributes of provider and requester—considered as capability (C) and requirement (R) to generate a large number of WS-Policies as the experimental test input data sets. Some of them are shown in tables IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X and XI. Furthermore, Table 2 and Table 3 represent the degrees of similarity according to data value difference (d) of each attribute.

**Test1.** In the first experiment, we evaluated the similarity of provider policy and requester policy, each of which containing at most a set of an attribute. Some datasets are shown in Table V and table VI. The experiment was carried out on 25 datasets. For example with regards to the data set (1), similarity value of provider C QoS and user R QoS is obtained 1 and similarity value of user C QoS and provider R QoS is obtained 1 and normalized similarity of policies is obtained 1. As it is shown in Figure 6, the values obtained in experiments are equal to the desired and acceptable values.

**Test2.** In the second experiment, each policy contains multiple sets of an attribute. Experiment was performed on 30 data sets. Some datasets are shown in table VII and table VIII. As it is shown in Figure 7, the experiment values are equal to the desired and acceptable values.
Test 3. In the third experiment, each policy contained multiple sets of multi-attributes. Experiment was conducted on 10 data sets. Some are shown in Table IX and table X. As shown in Figure 8, the experiment values are equal to the desired values.

### TABLE IX
**DATA SETS OF TEST 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>User QoS attributes</th>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Reliability=98.5, throughput=6.11)</td>
<td>(Availability=98.5)</td>
<td>Response time=98.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(documentation=3)</td>
<td>(Response time=95.5, Best practice=84, throughput=8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Response time=102, Latency=11, successibility=90, Reliability=86.57)</td>
<td>(Availability=92.78, Best practice=84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Response time=92.5, Latency=11, Reliability=91.5)</td>
<td>(Response time=100, Latency=11, Reliability=92.99)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE X
**DATA SETS OF TEST 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Provider QoS attributes</th>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Availability=102.5, Response time=101.5)</td>
<td>(Reliability =95.99, throughput=6.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(Response time=95.5, Best practice=85, throughput=7.7)</td>
<td>(documentation=8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(Response time=100, Latency=11, successibility=90, Reliability=87.56)</td>
<td>(Availability=92.8, Best practice=84)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(Response time=95.5, Latency=11, Reliability=92.85)</td>
<td>(documentation=10)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test 4. In the fourth experiment, if there were no similarity between the capability of a policy QoS attributes and the requirement of another policy QoS attributes, then the two policies would not be similar and the obtained value was zero as shown in Figure 9. Its data set is also shown in Table XI and table XII.

### TABLE XI
**DATA SETS OF TEST 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>User QoS attributes</th>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(best practice=85)</td>
<td>(Response time=105.5, Reliability=99.99)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(Response time=95)</td>
<td>(Response time=96)</td>
<td>(documentation=2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE XII
**DATA SETS OF TEST 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Provider QoS attributes</th>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(throughput=8, latency=8)</td>
<td>(Response time=99.99, latency=9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(successibility=93, latency=10, Reliability=98.50)</td>
<td>(Response time=90)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Test5. the criterion of similarity considered in our work, the data value difference (d) of the two same attributes, is vital. For this reason, in this experiment, we have compared the results of our proposed algorithm with the result of previous related work from Chaari, Badr, and Biennier (2008) [5]. The experiment was carried out on 25 datasets. For example, with regards to the data set shown in table XIII and table XIV, in the proposed algorithm, the similarity value of provider C QoS and user R QoS is obtained 1 and similarity value of user C QoS and provider R QoS is obtained 1 and normalized similarity of policies is obtained 1. As it is shown in Figure 10, the values obtained in the experiment are equal to the desired and acceptable values. Whereas, in previous algorithm [5] similarity value of provider C QoS and user R QoS is obtained 0 and similarity value of user C QoS and provider R QoS is obtained 1 and normalized similarity of policies is obtained 0. It can be inferred that our work is more and more flexible and also values are equal to the desired and acceptable values.

**TABLE XIII**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed research</td>
<td>{Response time=102, latency=10, Reliability=99}</td>
<td>throughput=8, latency=9 (latency=9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous research</td>
<td>{Response time=102, latency=10, Reliability=99}</td>
<td>throughput=8, latency=9 (latency=9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE XIV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed research</td>
<td>{Response time=102, latency=10, Reliability=99}</td>
<td>throughput=8, latency=9 (latency=9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous research</td>
<td>{Response time=102, latency=10, Reliability=99}</td>
<td>throughput=8, latency=9 (latency=9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. A Method for Publishing WS-Policy and a Procedure for Selection Web Service

A challenge that is still faced in the selection process of a web service is that in the discovery process of service one deals with lots of similar web services functionality that each of them contains different nonfunctional properties. This should be addressed considering their nonfunctional properties. Another challenge is applying these nonfunctional properties to enhance the selection of services. To address this challenge a structure is required to represent these properties. To represent nonfunctional properties as lots of sets with the desired and arbitrary number of qualities of service and also as various nonfunctional properties, the standard form of the WS-Policy can be appropriate.

1. A method for Publishing the WS-Policy

   The tModel field is used to publish WS-Policy [. We define three fields as a tuple named tModel, tModel =< WS-Policy ID, WS-Policy URL, S-ID>, this tuple is used to publish WS-policy in the UDDI registry.

   Each WS-policy has a unique code that is named as WS-Policy ID and is defined as a distinct file, WS-Policy URL will refer to the WS-Policy XML file, and finally, each web service has a unique code that is named S-ID.

2. A procedure for Selecting Web Services Using WS-Policy semantic matching algorithm

   We illustrate our procedure through a simple scenario of web service substitution. We need to
replace the similar web service both functionality and non-functionality. In our research, we would only focus on the service nonfunctional selection phase.

First of all, the Selection Engine (SE) sends an initial request message with the unique Code of WS1(S-ID) that will be substituted to the UDDI registry. The UDDI registry does some tasks: finding tModel, finding services, and finding WS-Policies. Acceptable WS-Policy is attached to the WS1. The policy matcher receives WS-Policies and according to WS-Policies stored in tM files, and WS-Policy attached to the WS1 acts to match WS-Policies. Figure 11 shows a glimpse of the procedure of web service selection.

After this, the Selection Engine (SE) constructs a table that is named the Selection Table, ST = (STi, 1<=i<=n), each its row belongs to an STi, which includes a particular service, a WS-Policy and, a value. Values can be between 0 and 1 that are an indicator of the similarity degree. The SE chooses the service with the maximum value. The table is shown in Figure 12.

1. In the proposed solution to publish WS-Policy in the UDDI registry, a new tuple is defined as tModel that needs three fields, while in the other solution, the defined tuple, tModel, needs four fields. Because in the proposed solution, WS-Policy standard form is used, as known in this form, all of attributes that requester needs are as separated sets and no longer quality attributes of requester need to be searched and grouped as the sets. Therefore, less information is stored.

2. In the proposed solution, three components cooperate in selecting an appropriate web service, while in the other solution, four components cooperate in selecting an appropriate web service.

3. In the proposed solution, three request-reply messages among the components are transmitted, while in the other related search, five request-reply messages among the components are transmitted. Therefore, the number of messages is less.

4. In the proposed solution, a web service with acceptable QoS so more likely is finally selected, and the real-time system can continue its tasks, while in the other solution, the service selection is limited. It is possible that service with requester quality attributes cannot be accessible, and the service cannot be selected, and the system cannot continue its tasks. However, there is web service with acceptable quality attributes of the requester.

VII. Conclusions and Future Work

Quantitative attributes are one of the most important subsets of non-functional properties that can be presented as policies using the WS-Policy standard document. This immense range of attributes accommodates the quality requirements of the service. Syntactic-based policy matching limits the selection of suitable services. A Semantic tree is a powerful data structure which can be used to represent the concepts. Flexible parameter matching framework is a significant factor in evaluating the similarity of web service policies. An approach was proposed for matching measurable quality parameters according to the WS-Policy document using semantic trees, ontologies and rules with regard
to flexible semantic matching via match function or semantic distance function. It is possible to compare the measurable qualitative attributes of service arbitrarily in terms of both number and type of attributes, and to calculate the consistency of their attributes and their semantic similarity, and also, according to the semantic similarity criteria of the attributes, the system is so much likely to be accessible. Not only these, with fewer messages, fewer components, and less stored information, can be selected acceptable quality attributes Therefore, the proposed procedure is potentially efficient when choosing a service, controlling measurable quality attributes of the composed services and replacing a suitable web service. In Future studies, we will test the present mechanism with large and various sets of QoS attributes based on tree matching using Edit distance.
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